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1.1. History of the concept1.1. History of the concept
vulnerability

vulnusvulnus, , ĕĕrisris:: woundwound

susceptibility to being susceptibility to being 
woundedwounded

vulnerabilityvulnerability

Ethymology

Bioethics
becomes morally relevant becomes morally relevant 

in the bioethical in the bioethical 
normativesnormatives

adjectiveadjective
contingentcontingent
provisionalprovisional

Philosophy
conceptual foundation is sought in conceptual foundation is sought in 

those philosophers who attributed those philosophers who attributed 
it moral significanceit moral significance

nounnoun
universaluniversal
indelibleindelible



19931993, , CIOMSCIOMS /WHO, /WHO, International Ethical Guidelines for International Ethical Guidelines for 
Biomedical Research Involving Human SubjectsBiomedical Research Involving Human Subjects(1982,(1982,19931993,
20022002)

1996, WMAWMA, Declaration of Helsinki: ethical principles for medical 
research involving human subjects (1964, 1975, 1983, 1989, 
1996, 2000, 2004)

1997, UNESCOUNESCO, Universal Declaration on the Human Genome 
and Human Rights

1978, The National Commission for the Protection of Human 
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Belmont Belmont 
ReportReport: ethical principles and guidelines for the protection of 
human subjects of research

1.1. History of the concept1.1. History of the concept
in bioethics documentsin bioethics documents



particular and relative classification particular and relative classification 
of persons and populationsof persons and populations

human human 
experimentationexperimentation

to defend and protectto defend and protect

adjectiveadjective
contingentcontingent
provisionalprovisional

to overcome through strengthening the to overcome through strengthening the 
respect for persons (respect for persons (autonomyautonomy) and ) and 
consentconsent

1.1. History of the concept1.1. History of the concept
in bioethics documentsin bioethics documents



1998, The Barcelona Declaration

19721972, , Emmanuel Emmanuel LevinasLevinas, , LL’’ HumanismeHumanismede de 
ll ’’ autreautre HommeHomme

1979, Hans Jonas,Das Prinzip Verantwortung

1991, Jürgen Habermas, Erläuterungen zur

Diskursethik

1.1. 1.1. HistoryHistory ofof thethe conceptconcept
inin contemporarycontemporary philosophyphilosophy



common and uniform designation common and uniform designation 
of persons of persons (and living beings)

to acknowledge and respectto acknowledge and respect

noun
universal
indelible

to accept through deepening of the 
principle of human dignity (and the 
respect for the integrity of life)

1.1. History of the concept1.1. History of the concept
in contemporary philosophyin contemporary philosophy

Human experimentationHuman experimentation
Clinical assistanceClinical assistance
Health care policiesHealth care policies



characteristiccharacteristic
((angloanglo--americanamerican; ; bioethicsbioethics))

conditioncondition
((europeaneuropeancontinental; continental; philosophyphilosophy))

adjectiveadjective
((personspersonsandandgroupsgroups))

nounnoun
((humanityhumanity))

contingentcontingentandandprovisionalprovisional
((situationsituation))

universal universal andandindelibleindelible

differentiationdifferentiationfactorfactor equalisingequalisingfactorfactor

humanhumanexperimentationexperimentation
humanhumanexperimentationexperimentation

clinicalclinical assistanceassistance
healthhealthpoliciespolicies

humanhumandignitydignity, , integrityintegrity
responsibilityresponsibilityandandsolidaritysolidarity

autonomyautonomyandandconsentconsent,,
justicejustice

1.1. 1.1. HistoryHistory ofof thethe conceptconcept

The recovery of the history of the concept leaves us with two The recovery of the history of the concept leaves us with two 
different meanings: both legitimate and apparently irreconcilabldifferent meanings: both legitimate and apparently irreconcilablee



1.2. 1.2. StoryStory ofof thethe principleprinciple

TheThe principleprinciple ofof ““ Respect for human vulnerability Respect for human vulnerability 
and personal integrityand personal integrity”” was introduced in the was introduced in the 
Declaration during the second and final Declaration during the second and final 
““ Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts aimed at Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts aimed at 
finalizing a draft Declaration on Universal Norms on finalizing a draft Declaration on Universal Norms on 
BioethicsBioethics”” , in June 2005, on a proposal by the , in June 2005, on a proposal by the 
Portuguese delegation.Portuguese delegation.

It never appeared in any of the earlier drafts of the It never appeared in any of the earlier drafts of the 
Declaration.Declaration.



1. Human Dignity and Human Rights1. Human Dignity and Human Rights 1. Human Dignity and Human Rights1. Human Dignity and Human Rights
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5. Non5. Non--Discrimination and NonDiscrimination and Non--StigmatizationStigmatization 9. Non9. Non--Discrimination and NonDiscrimination and Non--StigmatizationStigmatization

6. Autonomy and Individual Responsibility6. Autonomy and Individual Responsibility 3. Autonomy and Individual Responsibility3. Autonomy and Individual Responsibility
7. Informed Consent7. Informed Consent 4. Consent4. Consent

5. Person without capacity to consent5. Person without capacity to consent

6. Respect for human vulnerability and personal 6. Respect for human vulnerability and personal 
integrityintegrity

8. Privacy and Confidentiality8. Privacy and Confidentiality 7. Privacy and Confidentiality7. Privacy and Confidentiality
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10. Social responsibility10. Social responsibility 12. Social responsibility and health12. Social responsibility and health
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1.2. 1.2. StoryStory ofof thethe principleprinciple
LastLast draftdraft

((AprilApril , 2005), 2005)
DeclarationDeclaration
((JuneJune, 2006), 2006)



PrinciplePrinciple’’ s proposal: justifications proposal: justification

the absence of the principle of vulnerability, after having the absence of the principle of vulnerability, after having 
been  stated as such in the Barcelona Declaration and in the been  stated as such in the Barcelona Declaration and in the 
context of a nearly exhaustive section on context of a nearly exhaustive section on ““ PrinciplesPrinciples”” , would , would 
be equivalent to its deliberate rejection;be equivalent to its deliberate rejection;

the significant development of the significant development of ““ ConsentConsent”” in two articles in two articles 
intended to cover all vulnerable situations, what needed to be intended to cover all vulnerable situations, what needed to be 
shown as impossible.shown as impossible.

1.2. Story of the principle1.2. Story of the principle
VulnerabilityVulnerability

-- nearly exhaustive character of the nearly exhaustive character of the ““ PrinciplesPrinciples”” sectionsection

-- high level of specification of the principles of high level of specification of the principles of ““ ConsentConsent””



Double interpretation:Double interpretation:

-- western countries tended to understand it in a narrow western countries tended to understand it in a narrow 
sense, as adjective/situation, applied to human sense, as adjective/situation, applied to human 
experimentation/clinical trials; vulnerability is to experimentation/clinical trials; vulnerability is to 
be overcome by the persons empowerment, be overcome by the persons empowerment, 
strengthening autonomy;strengthening autonomy;

-- the sothe so--called developing countries tended to called developing countries tended to 
understand it in a broad sense, as noun/condition, understand it in a broad sense, as noun/condition, 
applied to every field of human activity; applied to every field of human activity; 
vulnerability is to be acknowledged and respected.vulnerability is to be acknowledged and respected.

1.2. Story of the principle1.2. Story of the principle
VulnerabilityVulnerability



1.2. Story of the principle1.2. Story of the principle
IntegrityIntegrity

The reference to “personal integrity” was never perceived 
as problematic. Nevertheless, it involves some duality, too:

Tango, Tango, ĕĕrere (verb)(verb)

untouched untouched (integral)(integral) totality totality (integrity)(integrity)

BioethicsBioethics PhilosophyPhilosophy

1996, Declaration of Helsinki1996, Declaration of Helsinki

1997, Convention of Human 1997, Convention of Human 
Rights and BiomedicineRights and Biomedicine

MerleauMerleau--PontyPonty((““ lived bodylived body”” ))

Paul Paul RicoeurRicoeur((““ narrative identitynarrative identity”” ))

integer integer (adjective)(adjective) integritasintegritas(noun)(noun)

adjectiveadjective nounnoun



1.2. 1.2. StoryStory ofof thethe principleprinciple
IntegrityIntegrity

PrinciplePrinciple’’ s s intendedintended meaningmeaning

The primordial objective was to privilege the broader, The primordial objective was to privilege the broader, 
philosophical sense, expressed through the noun and philosophical sense, expressed through the noun and 
translated by the notion of translated by the notion of ““ totalitytotality”” ..

In any case, even for etymological reasons, the In any case, even for etymological reasons, the 
distance between the two senses distance between the two senses –– ““ integrityintegrity”” evokes evokes 
both, the state in which all the parts are maintained both, the state in which all the parts are maintained 
(totality) and the quality of that which is unaltered (totality) and the quality of that which is unaltered 
(untouched) (untouched) –– is not at all significant, nor does it invoke is not at all significant, nor does it invoke 
any contradiction, so their coexistence is possible.any contradiction, so their coexistence is possible.



1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 

““ In applying and advancing scientific knowledge, medical In applying and advancing scientific knowledge, medical 
practice and associated technologies, human vulnerability shouldpractice and associated technologies, human vulnerability shouldbe be 
taken into accounttaken into account[[““ vulnerabilityvulnerability”” as expressing the universal as expressing the universal 
human condition].human condition].

In the Declaration, In the Declaration, ““ vulnerabilityvulnerability”” came to express both came to express both 
senses and senses and ““ integrityintegrity”” was (nevertheless) understood was (nevertheless) understood 
mainly in its narrower sense, in its dependence to the mainly in its narrower sense, in its dependence to the 
narrow sense of vulnerability. Thus:narrow sense of vulnerability. Thus:

and the personal integrity of such individuals respected and the personal integrity of such individuals respected 
[[““ integrityintegrity”” refers to the inviolable character of the individual, to the refers to the inviolable character of the individual, to the 
right to not be right to not be ““ touchedtouched”” physically or psychologically]physically or psychologically]..””

Individuals and groups of special vulnerability should be Individuals and groups of special vulnerability should be 
protected protected [[““ vulnerabilityvulnerability”” as expressing a specific and contingent as expressing a specific and contingent 
situation]situation]



1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 
the criticismthe criticism

Criticism to the principle started to appear even before Criticism to the principle started to appear even before 
the 2005 Declaration, and mainly after the Barcelona the 2005 Declaration, and mainly after the Barcelona 
Declaration, as the notion of vulnerability became more Declaration, as the notion of vulnerability became more 
and more decisive in the bioethics discourse.and more decisive in the bioethics discourse.

The critiques share:The critiques share:

the willingness to maintain the notion of vulnerability in the the willingness to maintain the notion of vulnerability in the 
bioethics discourse (and to, eventually, reinforce it), but to bioethics discourse (and to, eventually, reinforce it), but to 
review its concept and, mostly, its statute as principle;review its concept and, mostly, its statute as principle;

the willingnessthe willingnessto unfold the notion of vulnerability in several to unfold the notion of vulnerability in several 
others so as to better specify its sense and/or more others so as to better specify its sense and/or more 
rigorously define its statute.rigorously define its statute.



1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 1.3.  The principle within the Declaration 
the criticismthe criticism

It is possible to systematize the most relevant criticism in It is possible to systematize the most relevant criticism in 
two main streams, well represented by two main streams, well represented by Michael Michael KottowKottow and and 
Carol LevineCarol Levine::

Michael Michael KottowKottow ((““ The vulnerable and the susceptibleThe vulnerable and the susceptible”” , 2002; , 2002; ““ Vulnerability: Vulnerability: 
What kind of principle is it?What kind of principle is it?”” , 2004), 2004)..

He suggests a distinction between:He suggests a distinction between:

-- ““ vulnerabilityvulnerability”” that applies to everyone, as that applies to everyone, as ““ human fragilityhuman fragility”” (anthropological (anthropological 
feature)feature)

-- ““ susceptibilitysusceptibility”” being being ““ injured and predisposedinjured and predisposed”” (ethical principle)(ethical principle)

FerminFerminShrammShramm(2008),(2008),following following KottowKottow’’ ss reasoning and even taking it to the reasoning and even taking it to the 
extreme, proposes three types of vulnerability to designate diffextreme, proposes three types of vulnerability to designate different situations:erent situations:

-- primary vulnerability, understood as the ontological condition oprimary vulnerability, understood as the ontological condition of any living f any living 
being (universal);being (universal);

-- secondary vulnerability or susceptibility;secondary vulnerability or susceptibility;

-- vulnerability proper, vulnerability proper, vulnerationvulneration((vulneratedvulnerated, that is, directly affected)., that is, directly affected).



1.3.  1.3.  TheThe principleprinciple withinwithin thethe DeclarationDeclaration
thethe criticismcriticism

CarolCarolLevineLevine
((““ TheThelimitationslimitationsofof ‘‘ vulnerabilityvulnerability’’ as a as a protectionprotectionfor for humanhumanresearchresearch

participantsparticipants”” , 2004), 2004)..

SheShepointspointsoutout thatthat, , atat thethesamesametimetime, , thatthat thetheconceptconceptisis::

-- tootoo broadbroad((““ ifif everyoneeveryoneisis vulnerablevulnerable, , thenthenthethe conceptconceptbecomesbecomestootoo nebulousnebulous
to to bebemeaningfulmeaningful”” ))

-- andand tootoo narrownarrow ((““ anan almostalmostexclusive exclusive emphasisemphasisonon groupgroup characteristicscharacteristicsthatthat
ostensiblyostensiblyundermineundermineoror eliminateeliminate te te capacitycapacity to to givegive consentconsentcancan divertdivert
attentionattentionfromfrom featuresfeaturesofof thetheresearchresearchitselfitself..”” ))

FlorentiaFlorentia LunaLuna (2008)(2008), , followingfollowing LevineLevine’’ ss reasoningreasoning whenwhen itit becomesbecomes
restrictedrestricted to to thethe considerationconsiderationofof vulnerabilityvulnerability as adjective, as adjective, proposesproposes thethe
understandingunderstandingofof vulnerabilityvulnerability throughthroughthethemetaphormetaphorofof layerslayers. . InsteadInsteadofof havinghaving
““ a a solidsolid andand uniqueunique vulnerabilityvulnerability thatthat exhaustsexhauststhethe categorycategory, , therethere mightmight bebe
differentdifferentvulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities, , differentdifferent layerslayersoperatingoperating..””



1.3.  The principle within the Declaration1.3.  The principle within the Declaration
““ what kind of principle is it?what kind of principle is it? ””

The most pertinent critique on theoretical grounds, for it The most pertinent critique on theoretical grounds, for it 
questions the very principle and the way of its application, is questions the very principle and the way of its application, is that that 
neither vulnerability nor integrity are principles, due to the neither vulnerability nor integrity are principles, due to the 
absence of a prescriptive sense.absence of a prescriptive sense.

On a philosophical point of view, On a philosophical point of view, ““ principlesprinciples”” are general are general 
statements that can be seen as formal, abstract, and descriptivestatements that can be seen as formal, abstract, and descriptive, at , at 
a metaa meta--ethical level, or as gaining content but loosing abstraction, ethical level, or as gaining content but loosing abstraction, 
becoming like rules or midbecoming like rules or mid--level principles and being of a level principles and being of a 
prescriptive nature. It is, in fact, in this latter sense that prescriptive nature. It is, in fact, in this latter sense that 
““ principleprinciple”” has been understood in the bioethical realm.has been understood in the bioethical realm.

Indeed, in the Declaration not all principles have the same Indeed, in the Declaration not all principles have the same 
prescriptive strength, but none is neutral from an axiological pprescriptive strength, but none is neutral from an axiological point oint 
of viewof view..



1.3.  1.3.  TheThe principleprinciple withinwithin thethe DeclarationDeclaration
““ whatwhat kindkind ofof principleprinciple isis itit ??””

The principle of The principle of ““ respect for human vulnerability respect for human vulnerability 
and personal integrityand personal integrity”” first states the obligation of first states the obligation of 
taking into consideration the vulnerability inherent to taking into consideration the vulnerability inherent to 
all human beings. That is to say, it is important to gain all human beings. That is to say, it is important to gain 
awareness of the fact that a person is vulnerable, is awareness of the fact that a person is vulnerable, is 
exposed to being exposed to being ““ woundedwounded”” by the other, subject to by the other, subject to 
diverse and often subtle forms of exploitation or abuse, diverse and often subtle forms of exploitation or abuse, 
irrespective of his level of autonomy. irrespective of his level of autonomy. 

Secondly, it gives priority to individuals and groups Secondly, it gives priority to individuals and groups 
classified as vulnerable, for whom it demands not only classified as vulnerable, for whom it demands not only 
protection against being protection against being ““ touchedtouched”” but also respect for but also respect for 
their integrity, so that they are not altered in their their integrity, so that they are not altered in their 
ownnessownness. . 



2.  Practical Achievements 2.  Practical Achievements (how it should be applied)

-- showing that it expresses an obligation to act (in a negative ashowing that it expresses an obligation to act (in a negative and nd 
in an affirmative way) in situations not covered by the in an affirmative way) in situations not covered by the 
principles of autonomy, consent and justice;principles of autonomy, consent and justice;

-- and that it can be applied, advantageously, beyond the labelingand that it can be applied, advantageously, beyond the labeling
of persons and groups in the restricted realm of human of persons and groups in the restricted realm of human 
experimentation.experimentation.

This principle, owing to its broader sense of vulnerability, wasThis principle, owing to its broader sense of vulnerability, was
intended to be applied, pertinently and indispensably, as a safeintended to be applied, pertinently and indispensably, as a safeguard guard 
of human dignity at the three levels in which bioethics operatesof human dignity at the three levels in which bioethics operates
today:today:

-- human experimentation;human experimentation;
-- medical practice;medical practice;
-- health care and biomedical research policieshealth care and biomedical research policies

I will proceed to show how this principle can be applied and, alI will proceed to show how this principle can be applied and, along ong 
the process, answer the criticism. That is:the process, answer the criticism. That is:



2.1.  Practical Achievements 2.1.  Practical Achievements (how it should be applied)
human experimentationhuman experimentation

-- healthcare benefits for volunteers, frequently a mandatory healthcare benefits for volunteers, frequently a mandatory 
requirement for their participation;requirement for their participation;

-- the neglect of the psychological structure of the individuals athe neglect of the psychological structure of the individuals and of nd of 
their life experiences what, sometimes, may induce them to feel their life experiences what, sometimes, may induce them to feel 
the obligation to volunteer;the obligation to volunteer;

-- the the hyperbolizationhyperbolization, by the media, of the biomedical achievements, , by the media, of the biomedical achievements, 
what can create the illusion that biomedicine is a rigorous sciewhat can create the illusion that biomedicine is a rigorous science nce 
and that its studies invariably lead to success.and that its studies invariably lead to success.

Vulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can bVulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can be, e, 
in a subtle and even nonin a subtle and even non--deliberate way, exploited in the realm of deliberate way, exploited in the realm of 
human experimentation, for example through:human experimentation, for example through:

-- a self reliant presentation of the clinical trials for which a self reliant presentation of the clinical trials for which volonteersvolonteers
are being recruited, underestimating that information is never are being recruited, underestimating that information is never 
neutral;neutral;



2.1.  Practical Achievements 2.1.  Practical Achievements (how it should be applied)(how it should be applied)
human experimentationhuman experimentation

Application of the principle of vulnerability at this Application of the principle of vulnerability at this 
level of human experimentation does not make level of human experimentation does not make 
autonomy secondary, nor renders consent less autonomy secondary, nor renders consent less 
important, but brings to light that these principles not important, but brings to light that these principles not 
only fail to protect the individuals from every only fail to protect the individuals from every 
expression of vulnerability but also can be used as expression of vulnerability but also can be used as 
““ deresponsibilizersderesponsibilizers”” by those who, in this relationship, by those who, in this relationship, 
detain more power.detain more power.



2.2.  Practical Achievements 2.2.  Practical Achievements (how it should be applied)
medical practicemedical practice

-- the the medicalizationmedicalizationof society, what contributes to create the illusion of society, what contributes to create the illusion 
that medicine holds the solution for everything (this aspect that medicine holds the solution for everything (this aspect 
questions the very concept of questions the very concept of ““ diseasedisease”” ););

-- the publicity of medication and procedures, creating unrealistithe publicity of medication and procedures, creating unrealistic c 
expectations in the patient and in society in general, also expectations in the patient and in society in general, also 
aggravating the process of aggravating the process of medicalizationmedicalizationof the society;of the society;

-- the narrowing of the concept of the narrowing of the concept of ““ normalitynormality”” ..

- the neglect of the psychological structure of the individuals anthe neglect of the psychological structure of the individuals and of d of 
their life experiences what, sometimes, may induce them to feel their life experiences what, sometimes, may induce them to feel 
the obligation to volunteer as organ donors for members of theirthe obligation to volunteer as organ donors for members of their
own families;own families;

Vulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can bVulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can be, e, 
in a subtle and even nonin a subtle and even non--deliberate way, exploited in the realm of deliberate way, exploited in the realm of 
medical practice, for example through:medical practice, for example through:



2.2.  2.2.  PracticalPractical AchievementsAchievements(how it should be applied)
medicalmedical practicepractice

Application of the principle of vulnerability at this Application of the principle of vulnerability at this 
level of medical practice does not diminish the level of medical practice does not diminish the 
responsibility of the individuals in their autonomous responsibility of the individuals in their autonomous 
choices, but brings to light that the principle of choices, but brings to light that the principle of 
autonomy is not abstract but situated in a context, and autonomy is not abstract but situated in a context, and 
that the circumstances surrounding the decision do that the circumstances surrounding the decision do 
influence it, thus obligating those who hold more influence it, thus obligating those who hold more 
power (society, institutions, state) to protect the power (society, institutions, state) to protect the 
individuals from potential abuse by the system.individuals from potential abuse by the system.



- the progress of genetics, which has identified new defects, thus 
broadening the spectrum of the diseases;

- the progress of biotechnologies in general, what can be a factor 
aggravating injustice and discrimination.

2.3.  Practical Achievements 2.3.  Practical Achievements (how it should be applied)
health care and biomedical research policieshealth care and biomedical research policies

- the action of lobbies, namely patients’ lobbies, whose benefits 
are obtained through their power to reivindicate, thus 
weakening others;

Vulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can bVulnerability, intrinsic or inherent to every human being, can be, e, 
in a subtle and even nonin a subtle and even non--deliberate way, exploited in the realm of deliberate way, exploited in the realm of 
health and research policies, for example through:health and research policies, for example through:



2.3.  2.3.  PracticalPractical AchievementsAchievements(how it should be applied)
healthhealth carecare andand biomedicalbiomedical researchresearchpoliciespolicies

Application of the principle of vulnerability at this Application of the principle of vulnerability at this 
level of health care and research policies requires level of health care and research policies requires 
institutions and states to be aware that not always institutions and states to be aware that not always 
biomedical progress and/or the reinforcement of the biomedical progress and/or the reinforcement of the 
power of those sopower of those so--called vulnerable result in  called vulnerable result in  
diminishing and/or suppressing vulnerability but, on diminishing and/or suppressing vulnerability but, on 
the contrary, they can create and/or aggravate the contrary, they can create and/or aggravate 
vulnerabilities.vulnerabilities.



2.4.  2.4.  PracticalPractical AchievementsAchievements(how it should be applied)
RespectRespect: : humanhuman vulnerabilityvulnerability andand personalpersonal integrityintegrity

At the three realms herein considered, the application At the three realms herein considered, the application 
of the of the principle of integrityprinciple of integrity demands recognition that demands recognition that 
the person is more than the summation of its the person is more than the summation of its 
objectivableobjectivableparts, being, in its essence, an indissoluble parts, being, in its essence, an indissoluble 
lived unit. To slash one of the dimensions of the person lived unit. To slash one of the dimensions of the person 
and to disengage it from the others is to distort the and to disengage it from the others is to distort the 
essence of the human.essence of the human.

This is what, in the wording of the principle, is This is what, in the wording of the principle, is 
applicable to the specially vulnerable, but that, in the applicable to the specially vulnerable, but that, in the 
spirit of the principle, is applicable to every person spirit of the principle, is applicable to every person 
without exception.without exception.



-- then also as demand for respect or action reserve, of nonthen also as demand for respect or action reserve, of non--
exploitation or abuse.exploitation or abuse.

It is only the latter aspect that is contemplated in the narrow It is only the latter aspect that is contemplated in the narrow 
acceptance of vulnerability.acceptance of vulnerability.

On that concerning specifically the application of the On that concerning specifically the application of the principle of principle of 
vulnerabilityvulnerability understood, in its broader sense, as a condition intrinsic understood, in its broader sense, as a condition intrinsic 
to every human being, it is expressed in two ways:to every human being, it is expressed in two ways:

-- initially as (aspect to take into consideration) demand for initially as (aspect to take into consideration) demand for 
pondering in the decision making of the ethical action (what pondering in the decision making of the ethical action (what 
some critics would designate by element of a some critics would designate by element of a ““ check listcheck list””
what, in any case, results effectively);what, in any case, results effectively);

2.4.  2.4.  PracticalPractical AchievementsAchievements(how it should be applied)
RespectRespect: : humanhuman vulnerabilityvulnerability andand personalpersonal integrityintegrity



Respect: Human Vulnerability and Personal IntegrityRespect: Human Vulnerability and Personal Integrity
theoretical challenges and practical achievementstheoretical challenges and practical achievements

Respect for human vulnerability and personal integrityRespect for human vulnerability and personal integrity
requires, at the three levels of ethical analyses, that we remairequires, at the three levels of ethical analyses, that we remain n 
constantly aware of human vulnerability and that we take it intoconstantly aware of human vulnerability and that we take it into
consideration in all our actions, as an obligation not to take consideration in all our actions, as an obligation not to take 
advantage of othersadvantage of others’’ fragilities (fragilities (negative action) and to ) and to 
reinforce the social and institutional safeguards against them reinforce the social and institutional safeguards against them 
((affirmative action).).

For those who are more vulnerable, due to different For those who are more vulnerable, due to different 
situations, an affirmative action of protection is always situations, an affirmative action of protection is always 
required, preventing that the self, in its unity, be compromisedrequired, preventing that the self, in its unity, be compromised..

This principle expresses a commitment to morality.This principle expresses a commitment to morality.



Respect: Human Vulnerability and Personal IntegrityRespect: Human Vulnerability and Personal Integrity
theoretical challenges and practical achievementstheoretical challenges and practical achievements

In brief, regardless of the rigor of the ethical In brief, regardless of the rigor of the ethical 
analysis, what is truly fundamental is to recognize that analysis, what is truly fundamental is to recognize that 
the principle of vulnerability moves morality away the principle of vulnerability moves morality away 
from a from a rightsrights--basedbasedorientation and expresses a orientation and expresses a dutiesduties--
basedbasedorientation. orientation. 

The principle is worth for the shift of orientation it The principle is worth for the shift of orientation it 
proposes.proposes.

The principle leads to a logic of action of care, of The principle leads to a logic of action of care, of 
solicitude, of solidarity, of responsibility, alternative solicitude, of solidarity, of responsibility, alternative 
and complementary to a logic of freedom, of selfand complementary to a logic of freedom, of self--
determination, of power.determination, of power.



Thank youThank youThank youThank youThank youThank youThank youThank you


